Discover GoScripts for
secure, HIPAA-compliant
documentation, and more
efficient patient care.

Prescriptions without paper.
GoScripts makes Brightree even better with a proven one-stop, end-to-end solution
for prescription documentation. With integration, any updates you make within
Brightree automatically appear in GoScripts, so patient records are always in sync and
up to date without manual inputting or duplicate entry. Robust rules-driven technology
streamlines the whole process, and all of your electronic files are stored securely in
one place, courtesy of Brightree Document Management (BDM). Best of all, patients
get their equipment—fast.
Denials and delays disappear.
n	
Simplify

all you do with innovative technology from
a brand you trust.

n	
Access

real-time updates, and get full visibility
into time-sensitive orders.

chart notes; recerts and renewals; as well as
state-specific, Medicare, and private-payer forms.
And doctors can log in and sign documents from
anywhere, in seconds.
GoScripts is proven.

n	
Ensure

Stick with one of the industry’s most trusted
prescription documentation solutions. GoScripts
has over fifteen years of expertise in the market.

Online and on time.

No software and nothing to download.

Prescriptions get processed, patients get what they
need, and you get reimbursed quickly. GoScripts is
empowering. It allows HME suppliers to initiate the
documentation process, so you can send and receive

GoScripts integrates seamlessly for the time and
cost savings you need.

complete, accurate, and audit-ready
documentation the first time, with robust rules-driven
technology based on HCPCS codes.

You

Goodbye paper. Hello GoScripts.

improve patient care,
build relationships with
medical providers,
and see the impact on
your bottom line.

Integrated with Brightree, GoScripts minimizes time and
costs, eliminates faxes, and delivers the efficiency you
need to streamline the prescription documentation process.
With GoScripts, all my documentation gets done quickly,

Physicians
appreciate the lack of
interruptions and the
knowledge that their
patients are getting what
they need quickly.

and nothing’s left out. It’s saving me a lot of time, and I’m

Patients
get exceptional
service.

getting reimbursed faster, too!
Pallie Kuykendall
AeroCare

Frequently asked questions

Work is easier. Reimbursements are faster.

Q.	Does Brightree integrate seamlessly with GoScripts?

n	
Spend

A.	Yes, it does! And the integration merges patient
records, so you no longer need to manually enter data.
And best of all, Brightree Document Management
(BDM) automatically stores all the records in one
place, electronically, for a safe, end-to-end solution.

your day generating new orders,
not chasing paper.

n

Eliminate faxes, errors, duplicate requests,
and incomplete orders.

n

Standardize requests based on Medicare
rules and guidelines.

Q.	Do you offer training for our staff?

n

Minimize time and costs.

A.	We do. Training is available onsite or online through
either live-chat or on-demand webinars.

n

Decrease the average wait time for
documentation from roughly 11 days to 3 days.*

Q.	How do physicians access GoScripts?
And is there a fee?

*Internal analyses of GoScripts platform. Data on file. Actual time may
vary per individual based on actual documentation submitted.

A.	There’s no cost for medical providers—they just
enroll through a simple one-page signature form.

More questions? We’re happy to help.

goscripts@brightree.com

866.467.4897

goscripts.com
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